
This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Ei Arakawa at Galerie Max MayerSung Tieu at EmalinDominique Knowles at Soccer Club ClubEmily Sundblad at Campoli PrestiEileen Quinlan at Miguel AbreuD&#8217;Ette Nogle at
SweetwaterHenrik Olesen at dÃ©pendanceChristianeÂ Blattmann at Damien &amp; The Love GuruPaul Levack, Oliver Coran at Kammer-RieckK8 Hardy at Reena SpaulingsAliza Nisenbaum at Anton KernJordan Nassar
at Anat EbgiTobias Teschner, Brook Hsu at Lady HelenHave an excellent week.The post Week in Review: October 25, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:Â Tobias Teschner, Brook HsuVenue:Â Lady
Helen, LondonExhibition Title:Â Brook Hsu | Tobias TeschnerDate: September 26 â€“ October 26, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of Lady Helen, LondonPress Release:â€˜Rage, rage against the dying of the light.â€˜Night falls, slowly, creeping, creeping up behind them, dark and drear. The horizon offers last glimpses of dusty blue and lilac.
The bright tint of the sky, a shape shrinking into dusk. Shadows are cast long, distorted, hunting, haunting.Hooves on the soil softly, rhythmically. Bass tremor glazed with the sound of gravel, crushing parts of the sensitive
tissue. Then softness again. Gathering speed, the galloping motionâ€“ stretching and contractingâ€“physically forces air into and out of the lungs like bellows.Their eyes watering. Teardrops forming in the corners,
streaked across their temples. Brows furrowing, rows of wrinkles tightening, the accelerating pace of the journey, the dashing wind in the darkness. Clenching fists. Closer and closer the tiny rectangular lights come. A
promise, reeling in yonder.The last of the firmamentâ€™s light caught in a pond as they are passing. A cold even blue on a stark surface, allegedly solid. For a second the impulse to test, to dare its sturdiness, like a
second on the cliff edge, suction.The slick surface bounces back sound and sight, propelling them, compelling them, forward, forward. Hunched, hunted. But once past the water, the tremorâ€“reverberating
againâ€“seems like silence. The rhythmic forward motion feels like retreat. Deflating. The tiny rectangular lights no closer. The promise behind the window sashes no closer. Not within reach.â€˜Rage, rage against the
dying of the light.â€˜Exhibition text by Josefine ReischLink: Tobias Teschner, Brook HsuÂ at Lady HelenThe post Tobias Teschner, Brook Hsu at Lady Helen first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Jordan
NassarVenue:Â Anat Ebgi, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â Birds of ParadiseDate: September 15 â€“ October 27, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Anat Ebgi, Los AngelesPress Release:Anat Ebgi is pleased to present a new body of work by New York based Palestinian-American artist Jordan Nassar. This is Nassarâ€™s second
exhibition with Anat Ebgi and will be on view at 2660 S La Cienega Blvd from September 15 â€“ October 27.We Are The Ones To Go To The Mountain consists of a suite of sixteen hand-embroidered vertical landscapes.
These new works continue ongoing dialogues in Nassarâ€™s practice between his own embroidery and its connection to Palestinian places and cultural traditions. Contemplating his personal experience traversing the
metaphorical gulf of diaspora, yearning to be part of something, yet remaining always an outsider peeking through a veil, Nassarâ€™s work questions the cultural heritage and inheritance of diasporic persons.Working
against the natural horizontality of landscape, Nassar pushes these new works into something unstable and unexpected, opening the door to formal experimentation. As your eyes move from the clearly defined mountain
and sky at the top of the composition down toward the bottom, the works veer into abstraction; recognizable forms melt away with abrupt and playful color changes. Nassarâ€™s compositions consist of two important
elements: the shifting colored threads from which the imaginary landscapes emerge and the embroidered patterns, which are based on specific Palestinian motifs such as the Gaza style cypress â€œSarou,â€• the
Palestinian rose, and a diamond amulet.In the center of the gallery, Nassar fabricated a simple wooden bench with brass inlay inspired by Syrian inlay and furniture. A cushion with thin embroidered stripes rests on top of
the bench. Over several recent exhibitions, Nassar has expanded his practice to include furniture, metal work, and textiles drawing from techniques and materials used throughout the Arab world, introducing these
elements into the display of his work. This move of incorporating craftwork inspiration from the Levant or Arab world in general, extends the provocations of Nassarâ€™s work to the pan-Arab diaspora in general, and by
extension immigrant and diaspora experiences.Frequently drawing inspiration from literature, the titles for each of the works come from Lebanese-American artist and poet Etel Adnanâ€™s essay Journey to Mount
Tamalpais that discusses nature, art, and the relationship between them. Kept as infinitive verbsâ€”To Carry The Moon; To Melt In Mist; To Climb, To Walk, To Breathe; etc.â€”the titles reveal potential action detached
from subjects or modifiers, the English verb in its simplest form. A zine accompanying the exhibition employs each of the titles in sequence, constructing a new poem derived from Adnanâ€™s writing.Jordan Nassar
(b.1985, New York, NY) earned his BA at Middlebury College in 2007. His work has been featured in solo and group exhibitions globally at institutions including the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY; BRIC,
Brooklyn, NY; Museum of Arts and Design, New York, NY; Abrons Art Center, New York, NY; Katonah Museum of Art, Katonah, NY; Anat Ebgi, Los Angeles, CA; James Cohan Gallery, New York, NY; Evelyn Yard,
London, UK, Exile Gallery in Berlin, Germany, and The Third Line, Dubai, UAE. His work is included in the current group exhibition Making Knowing: Craft in Art, 1950 â€“ 2019 at the Whitney Museum of American Art and
the current Asia Society Triennial: We Do Not Dream Alone in New York. Nassar lives and works in New York City.Link: Jordan Nassar at Anat EbgiThe post Jordan Nassar at Anat Ebgi first appeared on Contemporary
Art Daily.Artist:Â Aliza NisenbaumVenue:Â Anton Kern, New YorkExhibition Title:Â FloraDate: September 9 â€“ October 24, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after
the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Anton Kern, New YorkPress Release:Anton Kern Gallery is pleased to present Aliza Nisenbaum: Flora, an exhibition of new works on paper on the galleryâ€™s third floor.Nisenbaum
is best known for her portrait paintings, which are fundamentally studies about intimacy. She spends many hours getting to know her subjects: sitting with them in person, becoming a part of their communities, and
learning about their lives. As this became an impossibility during the pandemic&#8211;unequipped with people, canvas, and paint&#8211;Nisenbaum turned to drawing from memory, previous paintings, studies, and
photographs, taking it as an opportunity and challenge to deepen her approach to the abstraction of faces. She also turned to drawing flowers, inspired by daily long walks around her new Los Angeles neighborhood.
Throughout the anxiety of isolation, Nisenbaum found comfort in nature and the plants and flowers she discovered, which also provided further solace by reminding her of the vegetation of her place of birth, Mexico.
During her walks, she stayed in touch over the phone with family and friends, and many former sitters. Thus, succulents, sunflowers, and lively bouquets populate the exhibition alongside familiar faces&#8211;an
embodiment of the artistâ€™s multi-faceted new life and practice.The works in Flora are presented as diptychs pairing these portraits of people with plants, becoming a way to symbolically send her subjects flowers. At
the height of the pandemic in New York City, Nisenbaum thought and worried particularly of those friends and former sitters in immigrant communities who were especially vulnerable and in high-risk neighborhoods, yet
felt helpless at the inability to offer a hug or some sort of simple token of warmth. The pairings create a symbiotic energy, both images equally rendered in loving detail by the artist: portrait and flower are imbued with
palpable gestures of care and love. Particularly in such a moment of isolation, these diptychs become emblems of touch our current distancing canâ€™t fulfill.10% of all proceeds from works sold in this exhibition will go to
UnLocalâ€™s Immigrant Child Legal Services Project, Studio in a School NY, and The Weingart Center, Los Angeles.&nbsp;Aliza Nisenbaum (b. 1977) was born and raised in Mexico City, and currently lives and works in
Los Angeles. She studied psychology at the Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico, and earned her BFA and MFA at the Art Institute of Chicago. The artist has also served as Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
in Visual Arts (Painting) at Columbia University School of the Arts since 2015.Nisenbaumâ€™s work was recently the subject of a solo exhibition at the Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis in 2017; and a forthcoming
solo exhibition will take place at the Tate Liverpool (2020 &#8211; 2021). In 2019 she completed a residency and public mural for the Art of the Underground Public Commission, in London, UK. Her work has been
included in many notable group exhibitions, including When Home Wonâ€™t Let You Stay, Migration Through Contemporary Art, ICA Boston, MA; City Prince/ess DHAKA, LAGOS, MANILA, MEXICO CITY and TEHRAN,
Palais de Tokyo, Paris, France (both 2019); One Day at a Time, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, CA (2018); and she was a standout participant in the 2017 Whitney Biennial. Her work is included in the
collections of the Tate, the Aishti Foundation, and the Whitney Museum of American Art, among others.Link: Aliza Nisenbaum at Anton KernThe post Aliza Nisenbaum at Anton Kern first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â K8 HardyVenue:Â Reena Spaulings, New YorkExhibition Title:Â A New PaintingDate: September 20 â€“ October 25, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Reena Spaulings, New YorkPress Release:K8 Hardy takes medium specificity to the max in â€‹A New Painting, â€‹an exhibition that promises and indeed comprises a singular
work on something like canvas: â€‹March (2020). But Hardy, an artist of broad ability and humor, has never done one thing at a time and is not about to start. Naturally, this painting is one that does the work of a dozen.In
preparation for â€‹March, â€‹Hardy made nearly thirty studies on paper and fabric, working with gravity as her studio assistant to perfect her mistakes. Beset by color, hands tie-dyedâ€”she must have looked like a
feminist Helen Frankenthaler. Stain being an anagram of â€˜insta,â€™ the irony has never been richer. Hardyâ€™s colors are redolent of a delicate and frankly imperiled world. Her palette is alien, alchemical, chemical.
Yellow like Gatorade. Grass green, bluing to fungal. A kind of neon peach. And in the center, a shade so dark it absorbs all the others. Jules Olitski: â€œMy pictures are only colors sprayed into the air and suspended
there.â€•If â€‹March â€‹were only colors it would be beautiful, but it is also a shape. The Greenbergians sought to turn ground into air, so that figure, form, and ground were indivisible. Hardy skews this consummation.
Her ground is in a sense a figureâ€”it is a fabrication based upon a recognizable, banal object which happens to be white and clean and tightly woven. And in fact the figure swallows up the content, forcing paint to take its
shape, as opposed to the way Frankenthaler, Olitski et al turned fabric into another part of paint. We are reminded of Claes Oldenburgâ€™s early soft sculptures, in which unmentionable objects are blown up to statement
size. His reaction to the flatness, what he saw as the boringness of AbEx. But as a sculpture, March â€‹would be very flat, whereas as a painting, itâ€™s hyperbolic. The particular shape of the â€˜canvas,â€™ as well as
its many absorbent layers, reinforce its status as less surface, perhaps, than receptacle. Frank Stella: â€œA sculpture is just a painting cut out and stood up somewhere.â€• Hardyâ€™s painting is sculptural to the degree
that, say, Jackson Pollockâ€™s â€‹Cut-Out â€‹(1948â€”1950) is a sculpture, but it is also thoroughly laid down and it is even more wall-bound than a canvas, since its softness makes it impossible to casually lean.You
could hang it on a ceiling, though. Something about the way the paint is applied makes the viewersâ€”usâ€”feel like weâ€™re the ones on the ground, lying supine and
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